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Humanity's great, unacknowledged minority

Dedicated to 



The life master dedicates his life to expanding
consciously, to defeating their illusions of
limitations. To living and maintaining a healthy
mind and body. To serving, teaching and lifting
others up to their fullest potential. The life master
enjoys the moment, the here and now, no matter
the circumstances. They grow with limitless
potential. 
  
This is their code of conduct. 

 With it, the monkey becomes the warrior. It's a
conscious choice to be controlled by the animalistic
instinct and desire or rise to the God mind and
harness these natural forces to propel to
unimaginable levels of human evolvement. 

 The warrior, life master, or God minded human…
Takes action for the sake of action itself. It is the
only entitlement we have, as such we are unattached
to outcomes and expectations, this is our capacity to
be limitless – open to possibility.  

Free to let the impossible become manifest. 



Graphite and charcoal drawing; over 150 hours 
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Graphite and digital paint; roughly 50 hours 
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Graphite; ~80 hours 
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E P I C  G R O W T H



You may look at the condition of your life or your current

circumstances and think that mastery or total fulfillment is out of

reach. However, I assure you, when programming these three

codes of conduct into your life and deliberately integrating them

daily you slice through the voices generated within that convince

you of your sufferings. These three codes will silence them.

When they bubble up, and they will, you will know to activate a

code will completely obliterate them and set you free. There is

one exception; those who love suffering may never be set free

for the love of suffering is a pity party prison and they love

inmates. Perhaps you’re having one now. We can clear this up

immediately. There are people whose situations and

circumstances are much worse than yours. Yet, they find the

ability to enjoy their lives. Imagine them. How is your pity party

now? That is not to disregard your circumstances or troubles but

to use them as gifts to empower you. Take my hand, arise

young warrior. I must show you the codes that will forever

expose self-pity as the cheese in a giant trap of which you my

friend, shall never fall for again. 

   

These codes are your new battle gear.  



They can be integrated into each day with incredible ease. First,

let's go over each one. Then we'll do an about-face and discuss

them in detail one by one. The first code “Youniverse” is the

realization that I am that I am. Whatever you do unto the earth

and its inhabitants, you do unto yourself also. The realization

itself is crucial but it is realized through action. This code

consists of three parts; body, mind, and soul. Every day, simply

take proactive and deliberate action steps to take care of your

body – the food going in, the information absorbed, the stories

you tell yourself and the people who push you closer to

fulfillment, the conversations you have with God or your higher

power and so forth.  

The second code is “Awaken” it is the realization that you are

here to serve others. Remember; as you do unto others, you do

unto yourself also. How will you utilize your greatest strengths to

serve people (and yourself)? Again, there are three procreative

action categories in this code; they are service, business or

work and resources or resourcefulness. The key here is to

intend on serving to your highest potential. We'll come back to

this in great detail.  

The third and final code is “Epic Growth” it is realization that in

order to become fulfilled you must master yourself and see

physical evidence of growth as well as those things that make

you happy. Ironically these are the things that will become your

service. The three action categories are self-fulfillment, life

mastery and Satori - all of these codes must be stirred like a

steaming cauldron of soup. Each one mixing with the other in

specifically altered, controlled amounts.



The right amount is a sweet taste of fulfillment – no matter the

circumstances. One single action from each code must be

activated each day – you may already do some of these things,

but you need them all. They need a little care, preparation,

discipline, consistency and fine tuning. 

One without the other is simply bland and distasteful. Too much

of one and not enough of the other can be unbearably salty. It

will end up being like chicken noodle soup in which the noodles

have been boiled to a paste. Yuck. Focus is your great samurai

sword. One may not know where to begin implementing these

codes but fear not – we are going to learn the principles of

guidance that will build the foundation, framework and pyramid

of laserlike focus and ultimate fulfillment. Let's go over a few in

general, later we will revisit them in greater detail. Yet they are

so simple – what great detail?  

Focus is your main obstacle. Where do we start, how is this

useful, why am I doing this? Simple. The foundation of fulfillment

is mastery. Realizing that you are in fact in control of your skills

and talents. If you're like most people I grew up around you may

think that this is ridiculous. And like those I grew up around you

deny yourself the foundation of fulfillment. Like the others you

may think discipline, training and various other trainings are

unnecessary. Like the others you deny yourself the foundation

of fulfillment. Once and for all, let's rip that nasty little weed from

your soup, it is a bitter and distasteful ingredient, you will never

enjoy its taste. 

What do you enjoy doing, what do you absolutely love to do or

deeply desire to do but became convinced you could not? You

must take this much more seriously.



 It is not a fucking hobby. It is your secret ingredient to fulfilling

an incredibly tasty soup. Mastery demands you to execute over

and over again – the next always better than the last. That

requires discipline, deadlines and training. Fortitude.

Persistence. Commitment and wherewithal. Start there. Take

your hobby more seriously, build the foundation of mastery. This

is a true education. With that you will begin to shape your

behaviors and self-management skills, your ability to will

something into reality, plan the course and arrive at your

destination will grow. With it you will see tremendous growth in

skill, talent, application and servitude. Your ability to believe will

rise. In order to fulfill your potential, your ability to believe will

have to match what you are truly capable of.  

The second principle falls into the first. It is execution. You must

execute many times – it is willing, planning and completing to a

professional degree that thing you imagine so many times that it

becomes something of its own project. Execute that project.

Then execute another and another. Watch it grow into

something worthy of sharing. This then becomes the third

principle; connection. When your mastery becomes something

that can and will and does serve others. What was once selfish

self-fulfillment become selfless servitude, remember as you do

unto yourself, you do unto others also. So become fulfilled and

you will fulfill others with your service.



The life master applies his training to life and here's what I

mean; I took skateboarding very seriously in my youth. It didn't

do much except teach me to commit and I can become skillful

and talented. It taught me to never give up and also gave me

the gift of Satori (which we will discuss soon). It's a magical

meditation in the moment where the images in your head

become aligned with reality. And kaizen. Taking the baby steps

each day and one step at a time growing skillful. You see, as a

master it is my duty and obligation – not to continue to use these

lessons to strengthen my skills in skateboarding but, to allow

them to bleed over into other areas of life - that is what creates a

master. These lessons are what allowed me to continue

drawing. Believe it or not I was so hopelessly terrible that I had

nearly given up many times. But then I began skateboarding. I

took these lessons and used them in drawing, I used my

lessons in drawing such as preparation, planning, mapping,

framing and placement of the deliberateness… And many more

lessons to my life. These lessons led into my services, my

purpose and my mission.



I do these things, not to be the expert – not to win the gold

medal in the end – but to be the master, to serve and become

fulfilled, to win the gold medal each and every moment of my

life. Because after I win my gold medal, I still have to enjoy my

life when the excitement has passed. Fulfillment is simple. It is

attainable. It is possible every single day of your life, no matter

the circumstances. It begins, and ends with mastery. Take these

codes, use these principles, build the pyramid of fulfillment,

focus, and servitude. Master your life and create the perfect

version of your reality. As you shall do unto yourself, you do

unto others also. 



As she signed her name agreeing to a subscription she couldn't

afford but didn't have the brevity to say no to, a tear ran down

her cheek. My mentor just made the sale – to my mother. His

wife stared in disapproval. As I witnessed my family and friends

struggle through this experience I realized the massive meteor

of gold had been dropped at our feet. I wanted all of it. I want all

the gold but, I can't have it all to myself. To mine this gold

means to get uncomfortable, confront and resolve the issue. As

I gathered us together in this uncomfortable moment I presented

my case; “Mother?” I asked. “How do you feel about Senate in

this moment?” After mother explained the way she felt I asked

her, “Why should you feel this way?” “And Senate?”, I asked.

“How do you feel about your performance?” “Cari?” I asked.

“How do you feel right now?” “You see”, I said. “We are all

feeling so much and saying so little. Our intentions are good,

mother will help people even when she doesn't have the

means.” – “Mom.” I said. “No is a complete sentence. Ask me if I

want to sign up.” I told Senate. “Okay,” he says you want to sign

up?” Not a chance I drew out comedically. Laughter took over.

“Now, ask me again.” I said. Senate took it more serious this

time and went on selling – it was masterful. “Yeah no.” I said,

mimicking my favorite comedian. Once again we laughed,

except Senate, who began selling to me once again. “All right!” I

exclaimed. “Where do I sign?” “Here.” He said pointing to a

blank space on the page.



 “Alrighty then!” I took the pen and signed. Senate burst into

laughter. What could be so funny? He passed his clipboard

around the table – written in bold letters was the word, “NO”.  

There is in each moment gold to be mined. Why do we fear

confrontation? Why do we fear resolve? What we should fear, is

leaving all that valuable gold in the darkness. The moment of

experience is our perfect education. When the cook makes

terrible food, oh, people chatter and talk, they’re absolutely

ruthless! The things they will say! Only the life master will stand

up and mine the gold. “Mrs. Dash!” I cried. “How do you feel

about your cooking?” “You're right, I said. – I feel you are not

prepared, well, a fine job you have done making this terrible

taste in my mouth.” “Now, don't feel bad.” I said. “I want what

you want, great food! If I shouldn't tell you why, who would?! We

shall invite a chef to train you, wouldn't that be something?” Mrs.

Dash grew excited. “Failing isn't so embarrassing Mrs. Dash –

what is embarrassing is not knowing of our failure.” I took her

into the lunch room, chattering faces loomed over the full lunch

trays. One by one I asked each person to tell Mrs. Dash how

they felt about the meal. “Who here did not like the meal?” All

hands raised into the air. “Who here talked about the terrible

food?” Again, all hands raised into the air. “Who here told the

cook how they felt?” Not a single hand shot up. “My! Surely you

must care for our cook, why didn't you tell her? Why did you tell

your friends?” I asked. “We don't want to hurt her feelings!”

Sophia stated.



 “Sophia dear, do you know of the harm this has caused? No

one will ever want to eat this cooks food again! She will have no

idea!” That evening we invited a chef from the University to train

our dear Mrs. Dash and we had our best meal yet out of her.

Now, they all tell her what a wonderful meal! And they talk

amongst their friends, what a riot! Everyone wants her food.  

You see my friend, problems arise and they only happen to you

when you decide not to mine the gold. Sure, things happen to us

all the time. Every time we remain silent and whisper our cries of

shame to another. Do you know the harm you cause in your

silence? In your whisperings? You break a woman like that. You

break a man like that. Careers die before they begin. Dreams

die before they're given a chance. Failure is like a road, you

have to drive on it if you're going to get anywhere. When failure

and problems like this arise, be the master, ditch the poor old

peasant. The master is wealthy in gold and the peasant makes

themselves and the world around them poor. The master mines

the gold of each experience. He tells exactly how he feels out of

love, out of gratitude, out of understanding.  

For this, he is the wealthiest of them all. He mines humanity's

fullest potential – he pops the cork on humanity's hearts and

pours the potential out like Old Faithful! What a world it would be

if masters outnumbered the peasants. My! What talented,

brilliant people we could surround ourselves with! The life

master's code of conduct is centered around this one main idea:

collect gold.



Fail as much as possible out in the open. Peasants! They are

everywhere! They look at the failures of the life master and

spread ill will. They speak, feel and think awful things against

them, the peasant spreads these whisperings, like a virus – a

fire erupts! Peasants – when will you see? Failure and problems

are meteors of gold falling from the heavens. Every experience

is a chance to become wealthy in gold – in wisdom -- in

understanding. Take a stand! Peasants! Stop whispering and

start resolving. Get your gold! Deliver it. Pour the potential of

others out like a waterfall, let it become! Confront the moment in

love. Let others have the right to exercise failure! Exercise your

right to tell them when they do! 

Gather the gold of experience. So much has been left in

darkness. So much failure has been whispered and it is the

murderer of human potential. It holds the entire world back. It

cages us all. Go now young warrior and collect your gold – This!

This, is what I wish I had been told. Any life master will tell you,

we all begin this journey as a poor peasant. No more! Decide in

your heart young warrior! You will be a master! This! This is

what I wish I were told.



The life master’s art of transmutation 

Perhaps the least understood activity of the life master is his art.

I myself am an artist and as you have seen, I create drawings,

but don't be fooled – this is not my art. However, I don't seek to

be understood. If drawing is not my art, what could it be?

Drawing is only the gift wrap of a deeper artform; the art of

transmutation. We are highly emotional creatures, as such we

act upon our emotions. If we are sad, depressed, fearful or hurt

emotionally, we stop. We be still and entertain pain like a guest

we are somehow obligated to listen to. He bursts into our homes

and hearts without knocking and he gives you all of his horrid

thoughts about you. His sly tongue is sharp as a sword and his

voice your own. 

He cuts you down, down, down, until you simply buy into it. He

moves in and he never leaves your side. Everywhere you go he

whispers into your ear. You’re in silence around the people who

matter most – little do you know, your guest is doing a fine job

pushing them away from you as well. Yes, he whispers to them

too. What a weirdo! They make their own unsound conclusions

of the internal battle you are engaged in, the very one they are

now entangled in themselves. This is the importance of

transmutation. You must learn to kick this unwanted and

unwelcome guest from your thoughts.



To do this is one of humanity's greatest struggles. I myself have

not yet come to complete understanding. It is through my

service to others, through the success of my students, that I will

unlock the secrets. 

I can however, expose my journey of success and give to you,

the gold I have mined through it. I should add here that this

“gold” is eternal. You may give it tenfold and it shall only

increase, the balance never decreases and you shall never go

bankrupt, give. Give! Give it all away! There are a number of

times when this unwanted guest barged in without invitation – by

the way – who would invite this fellow? I remember when I was

young, my step dad lashed out irrationally at me calling me a

fag. Never before in my life had I any question about my sexual

orientation. I am a straight man, I love women. However,

hearing these words was like having a sword driven to my heart.

Do people think that of me? My guest had arrived.  

He stayed with me a very long time. When women laughed, he

convinced me they were laughing at me. Women laughing used

to excite me! Used to energize me! It got me in my magic zone!

But, my new guest tormented me into silence and stole my

energy like eating all of my food from the kitchen. There are

many forms of gift wrap. Some are patterned, some are shiny,

some are solid, some have superheroes on them. Mine were

skateboarding, sex and drawing.



When I was skateboarding my guest was forced out – “To hell

with you.” When I was having sex the door was locked. “You

may not enter.” But when I was drawing, limb by limb I would

dismember my unwanted guest and dissolve the remains in

hydrochloric acid. Piece by piece his voice got more and more

silent until one day I hadn't even realized it… His voice was no

more.  

He must ask before entering now and there is a great big fence

keeping him out. That fence is security. Self-worth. High self-

esteem, confidence and knowledge and understanding of who I

am, what I stand for, my mission, vision and purpose for living.

We are emotional creatures, yes. But we are creative creatures

also. Notice the root word is “Crea”, which comes from Latin

“creare” which means to create. Careful how long you let your

unwanted guest stay for he is helping create your life. He sells

people every day, perhaps he is the greatest salesman who has

ever lived – the lies he whispers into their heads -- they simply

go unquestioned.  

The art of transmutation is the art of transforming emotion into

action. Your unique journey through painful emotion will either;

A.) Lead you toward your purpose or B.) Cage you to your

circumstances. When you decide to confront your guest,

question his relevance and use your emotions to increase skills

in an area of gift wrap you march on into your purpose. Perhaps

he is a clever actor is disguise, leading you to your fullest

potential. It is fucking brutal! The pain is great. Failure abundant!



When you persist you shut the guest down, silence him and kill

him off completely. When you decide to listen and accept his

words as your own, you create your own chain – link by tiny link

you chain yourself down to defaults and circumstances. You sit

down in your miserable little cage watching television and

movies from dawn until dusk. You pull out your social media

device and snort up your dose of likes and when you don't get it

your guest’s words get louder. Deeper you sink into this pit of

hell. A. Or B. You choose. You decide. 

Transmutation is the art of wrapping chains around your

emotions and harnessing their energy to create, to build, to

become. It's the art of not allowing them to use you but instead

you using them to get where to you truly desire to be. Fear and

sorrow are the least powerful energies, anger and our sexual

appetite motivated by survival and having the company of others

like you are the strongest energies – they’re also the toughest to

harness. The first two are like harnessing house cats, the

second like harnessing the mighty king of the jungle.  

I was 2000 miles away from her when I first discovered how to

transmute my sexual energy. For almost a year we were

separated by the distance. We expressed our sexual appetite

for one another the only ways we could, but that wasn't enough.

I transmuted or transformed this powerful energy into my

drawings – my skills exploded.



 My creativity soared to an unimaginable height; I could finally

express my imagination – an endeavor which was literally

impossible my entire life -- Until I harnessed the incredible

power of sex energy. 

I was fist fighting with my stepdad just a year ago from today

when I first figured out how to truly transmute my anger.

Skateboarding and wrestling did the priming of it, but it only truly

happened when I broke into tears, not because I was sad, but

because I was angry at whoever hurt my stepdad. I was angry

at the school system who failed him and from that moment

forward my anger was changed, harnessed to fulfill my mission;

Worldwide Education Reboot. A mission of which, you my

friend, are now a contributor to. I am deeply thankful that you

are a part of it. 



He beat me for the last time. This season I wrestled the same

guy three times and all three times I was pinned in the first

round – not this time. Anger flooded my system, a calm illusively

washed over my mind and glazed my eyes with focus. I felt

different. The bout started and ended at the same time; the ref

pried me off, what was going on? I pinned him right at the

whistle, but I didn't hear the second one. It was the second or

third time I had experienced Satori, the flow, the zone or what I

referred to this time as “the trigger.”  

In the moment of Satori time sort of disappears. When I was

skateboarding Satori made a brief moment turn into slow motion

– what others witnessed as milliseconds I experienced as slow,

drawn out seconds. Just like in the movies, frame by frame, I

saw the moment align with the pictures in my head in absolute

perfection. In drawing, Satori turned 24 hours into 4 hours. This

is the life Masters meditation. Wrestling, drawing, skateboarding

– these were only giftwraps – the true gift was Satori.  

How can we isolate Satori and bring it to the forefront of daily

life? Attack the moment. Just like that wrestler who for sure

wasn't going to pin me again, you decide on the soul level –

immovable, unchangeable belief in yourself and a decision to

give your absolute 100% and win. See the moment. Just like in

skateboarding where I visualized and then went for it, failed to

align my vision to reality and visualizing again, over and over

again before and after taking action, committing and finally

harnessing the flow of Satori



where the picture in the mind and reality align like some weird

movie you direct called life. Be the moment. Drawing was given

my full attention. My mind was totally free of thought – there was

no room for focus to dissipate. In that moment my attention was

aimed like a laser beam. Nothing can break it. Attack the

moment, see the moment and be the moment. Be the moment

you want to live.  

You have to decide on a soul level; nothing can penetrate the

belief within you. See this moment clearly and own it with full

attention. Are these the ingredients to the flow state? To Satori?

Having only experienced this state a few rare and remarkable

times in my life – I have to tell you the truth; I don't know. I do

know this is the art of the life master. To bring the state out of

the gift wrap and into the present moment of daily life. To

experience its fullness in the moment without delay, without end.

Having spent 24 hours straight in that state, I know it is possible.

Having experienced the miracles of this gift – it is the reason I

am intangible. It's the defining quality of that separates the

expert from the life master. The expert unwraps Satori

masterfully in their domain. However, they mistake the gift as

the giftwrap, they fail to carry it over into daily life – they

dedicate their life to training.  

The life master unwraps Satori in everything he does – although

he may fail to win the gold medal, he wins the gold of each

moment. His training is dedicated to life, to creating the best life

imaginable. Ultimate fulfillment and growth beyond what most

people consider as a possibility.



The codes of conduct are tools to be used to strengthen the life

master within you. To give your absolute full attention to three

domains each day – to isolate and configure the gift of Satori

within and harness it without. To develop the habits and the

disciplines required to see and experience true growth on a daily

basis. It is the way to letting go of the gift wrap and discovering,

harnessing the gift underneath it. With the three codes in

motion, Satori is generated. Through attacking the moment,

seeing the moment and being the moment, Satori is

experienced. You must generate it to experience it. In the flow

state of Satori, a man becomes superhuman in capabilities, a

controller of time and the last standing on the minds bloodied

battlefield of distraction.  

Finally, we embark on the end of this short journey of guidance

through becoming fulfilled as the life master. All of these things

are great however, without this final key, all are utterly useless.

This is the art of discipline, structure and habit. Art because it is

highly individual in nature and must be created according to

your own subjects and desires in each of the three codes.  

In the beginning of my own journey through mastery I had

created a structure for my drawings – I was to complete a

drawing once a month and the next always had to be better than

the last. I had a strict warm up and training regimen. Every day I

would warm up for one hour and train for hours and hours until I

was drawing for eight hours plus a day.



Before beginning a final, I needed to be certain of what I was

creating and that I was definitely better than before. I developed

a process. I purchased pieces of this process, I bought material

from the true masters. I began a drawing by brainstorming until I

could clearly see it in my imagination. Then I did small scale

mapping and broke down the parts to study individually. I did

lighting, texture, and all kinds of studies. When I was confident

my skills have grown, I would scale up, do a quick full-size

rendering to further solve scaling issues and then begin my final

drawing.  

Every month I hit my goal. Until I began going over the 100 hour

mark. My drawings began to take 100, 150, 200 and even 3000

hours to complete. When I was little and I wanted to draw a

masterpiece. I didn’t have any of the knowledge and

understanding to draw for one hour and that became my

discipline; draw for one hour a day. Until I could draw for eight

hours a day. The act of drawing falls into all three codes. It is a

meditation. All of the mind and soul was strained and revealed

through drawing in the manner I do – of course this is not true

for everyone who draws – not hardly! It always was and still is

my service to others. Some have even claimed to crowds of

people that my drawings had changed their life.  

Finally it is my epic growth medium. It gives me foolproof

evidence that I am growing. This evidence is inarguable and has

brought me joy in the highest degree.



In conjunction with discipline I say, take your hobbies much

more seriously. When you defuse their power into hobbies

rather than something you simply are, and must learn to

become, you remove the life-changing power it can open up to.

Right now, you may not have a training regimen. You may think

it is unnecessary and my friend I tell you, this is foolish indeed.

There is so much fruit in training, not only will it make you better,

but this discipline has potential to bleed into all areas of your life.

This is common behavior in a sport such as skateboarding or a

discipline such as drawing. Too many are too prideful to study

under greatness, train like a beginner and excel like the master.  

Every night before bed I request to God to show me where I am

being foolish so I can stop making it worse. My friend, this is

your sign. So what can you do? It's simple. It takes the brain

one hour to warm up and actually learn something new so there

is a good place to start. Warm up daily. Then, what new

information can you absorb? How will you document where you

are? What physical, full-proof, inarguable evidence will you

have? What deadline will you have? This is inarguable, you

must have deadlines and finals. Something you invest all of

yourself into for the sake of being better than your last executed

project. Without these disciplines you may never have the skills,

talents, mastery or perpetual growth of a true life master – a

nonnegotiable on the journey to fulfillment. This is never and

can never be handed down to you!



Finally, the reason why you must do this; it is the perfect day or

the perfect life – there is the version of you out there in the

infinite Youniverse living out your fullest potential day in and day

out. If you could peer into his day and you most certainly shall…
What would he be doing? Do that. Every. Single. Day. When

you have done that – what does his life look like? What does he

do on a daily basis, how did he get there? See it all the way

down to how and do exactly what you see! You are the author of

your book, the designer of your life, the artist of your potential.

You decide how much is revealed. You turn the faucet on and

off. You control the flow, turn it on full blast! No more letting it

drip, drip, drip! What are you afraid of my friend? This is the

greatest life after lived! Live it with your fullest potential! That my

friend is the guide to becoming fulfilled. It’s not me. It's not even

this book or the codes. It's that version of you living out your

fullest potential. Does his life look better, funner, more fulfilling

than yours currently? Good! You have growing to do. Align with

him my friend and don't wait another second. You have my

permission to go all in, to become the best you can be, to really

take life seriously and experience the fullness life has to offer.

To become limitless. You have my permission to shut down the

naysayers who slay human potential – discipline and

commitment always defeats them. Young warrior, you are

enough. Everything is within you. I wish I had been taught this…



Finally
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